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Analysis of Inductive Dielectric Posts in
Rectangular Waveguide

YEHUDA LEVIATAN, MEMBER, IEEE, AND GADS. SHEAFFER

Abstract —A rapidly converging moment solution for the complete

analysis of homogeneous dielectric posts of the inductive type in rectangu-

lar waveguide is presented. The moment method approach uses filamentary

currents to simulate both the field scattered by the post and the field inside

the post and in turn point-matches the continuity conditions for the

tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields across the post

surface. The procedure is simple to execute and is generaf in that inductive

posts of arbitrary smooth shape, size, location, and number, Iossless as well

as 10SSY, can be handled effectively. Data are given and compared with the

few cases for which approximate results are available. The technique is

further appfied to other situations where no experimental data or other

analytic results are available.

1. INTRODUCTION

T HE STUDY OF inductive waveguide posts has been a

subject of interest to researchers for many years.

Useful references to a portion of a large body of recent

work with metallic posts are given in [1]. Dielectric posts,

however, have attracted less attention, and the few treat-

ments available deal exclusively with circular posts.

Marcuvitz [2] has by variational method calculated the

parameters of the equivalent circuit for a circular dielectric

post discontinuity in a rectangular waveguide. The results

were fairly accurate for dielectric posts of relatively thin

diameter situated at the center of the waveguide, provided

that neither of the equivalent circuit parameters was close

to resonance. Nielsen [3] has overcome some of these

limitations by developing a theory based upon the method

of expanding the field in a sum of modes. His method, too,

is applicable only to circular centered posts but is extended

to posts of any size and complex permittivity. Nielsen also

improved the results near resonance. Recently, Araneta

et al. [4] presented a higher order variational model for

centrally placed dielectric rod of circular cross section.

Their model has no restrictions on the rod diameter, and it

also shows an improved representation near resonance. A

subsequent paper by Sahalos and Vafiadis [5] suggested a

procedure similar to that given by Nielsen [3] using a

circular rather than rectangular interaction region. Their
model permits the analysis of circular posts in the middle

of a rectangular waveguide and renders the results near

resonance very accurate. The main purpose of this paper is

to devise a procedure which is accurate, simple, and gen-
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eral in that inductive posts, lossless as well as lossy, of

arbitrary smooth shape, size, location, and number can be

handled effectively. The study of dielectric posts is not

solely of academic interest; it has practical importance as

well. Nowadays, several high-permittivity, high-Q, temper-

ature-stable, low-cost ceramic compositions have been de-

veloped. With this combination of desirable properties,

they can replace conventional copper and Invar waveguide

filters in almost all applications. In fact, dielectric filters

have already been used in radio system ranging from 1.7 to

11 GHz, and their application is expected to grow rapidly

in the future [6].

A short while ago, the problem of electromagnetic

scattering by perfectly conducting inductive posts in rect-

angular waveguide was facilitated via an efficient and

fairly simple moment solution [7], [8]. The suggested idea

is to use a filamentary current as an approximate current

source producing the field scattered by the post and a

point-matching procedure for the boundary condition at

the post surface. Specifically, the post is replaced by a set

of unknown current filaments placed on or inside the post

surface, the latter being usually preferable since it yields a

more rapidly converging numerical solution. A point-

matching of the boundary condition at the post surface is

imposed and the unknown current filaments are de-

termined. These currents in turn are used to evaluate other

subjects of interest, such as the equivalent circuit parame-

ters and the actual surface-induced current.

In this paper, attention is focused on the class of dielec-

tric inductive posts. The basic formulation introduced

deals exclusively with a single inductive dielectric post.

The formulation for structures that seem to be more

complicated, such as the post array, requires only trivial

modification of the basic one and, for the sake of brevity,

is not presented in the following analytical exposition. Our

main objective is to extend the above-described analysis to

handle homogeneous dielectric inductive posts using a

multifilament current model. In treating inductive dielec-

tric posts, one option is to utilize the standard procedure,

which expands the actual polarization current induced in

the dielectric in terms of suitable basis functions and then

point-matches the constitutive relationship at points inside

the post. This approach, however, involves a Fredholm

integral equation of the second kind in which the unknown

current appears both under the integral sign and explicitly

outside the integral sign. Therefore, filaments would not be

suitable expansion functions if the point-matching proce-
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